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Petrarch knows Laura for twenty-one years; again one sees multiples of three
in each case. Both lovers suffer rejection; both ladies die. Petrarch refers to
his poems as fragments, yet finally they are gathered into a single volume,
"legato con amore in un volume, I cio che per l'universo si squandera"
(Paradiso 33:86-87). Dante and Petrarch combine love and politics in their
work as they lament the state of Italy. Even the differences between the
poems reveal Dante's influence and Petrarch's efforts to avoid imitation:
Dante's Beatrice is eternal; Petrarch's Laura is temporal. Dante's poem has
a balanced tripartite structure; Petrarch's is divided into two unequal sections.
Cook's annotations and bibliography in Petrarch's Songbook will prove
useful to readers. His book is well made and reasonably priced. Because of
Petrarch's influence on his successors, students of English and French as well
as Italian literature should find a place on their shelves for this volume.
Joseph Rosenblum
Greensboro, N.C.

Schofield, John, and Alan Vince. Medieval Towns: The Archaeology ifM edieval
Britain, vol. 4. Leicester University Press, London, 1994. xii + 243 pp. $45.00.
Medieval Towns, by John Schofield and Alan Vince, provides a fascinating

view of the development, topography, economy, and cultural background of
medieval urban life. The materials, discoveries, and speculations presented in
this volume are the work of many archaeologists whose research was conducted
in medieval British towns during the last three decades. As the authors
successfully demonstrate, the data gathered over this thirty-year period can
provide at least partial answers to many questions about the quality of life in
medieval urban settings; they present evidence concerning a variety of topics,
including domestic arrangements, crafts and industries, trade and commerce,
religion, and the environment.
The introductory chapter provides an overview of the current state of
medieval urban archaeology in Britain, discussing both the opportunities
for archaeological work and the methodologies for this type of research.
The origins of medieval towns in Britain are placed within a wider European context, and a chronological outline of the development of British
urban life is discussed. The remainder of the book deals with selected themes
in the archaeology of the medieval town.
Chapter two is devoted to topographical factors in the growth of towns,
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with examples being drawn from several sources. The authors point to the
evidence of specific settlements that developed on coasts, on rivers, and along
major roads. Their discussion of the excavation of urban defences, castles,
streets, markets, and waterfronts demonstrates the importance of archaeological study in analyzing the history of a town. As the authors convincingly
point out, an understanding of the geographical evolution of a town over time
allows the researcher to discern the organizational shifts in the society that
comprised the town itself. This theme is extended in the chapters that follow.
A discussion of houses, properties, and streets draws upon much research from excavations of medieval sites in communities of varying sizes.
The authors demonstrate that the quantity of information now available
makes it possible to compare large cities such as London with smaller towns
such as Norwich and to develop a typology of medieval urban house-plans.
This evidence also allows speculation concerning such issues as privacy and
communication in urban life.
In a chapter concerning crafts and industries the reader is given the opportunity to compare documentary and archaeological sources. An analysis of both
types of evidence demonstrates that archaeological research can provide useful
confirmation of documentary sources. In addition, archaeological evidence
concerning such issues as the variety and quantity of raw materials being used
in a particular craft, the range of processes being carried out, the tools and
workshops, and the organization of the craft may be far more detailed
and possess greater chronological depth than the available written sources.
It is certainly true, as the authors assert, that archaeology can be effectively employed to study trade and commerce through the classification of
artefacts and the analysis of their distributions. The great challenge facing
urban archaeologists, however, is to produce an effective means of comparing
one town with another, to analyze local, regional, national, and international
exchange networks, and to use data to explore the question of the link
between trade and the fortunes of towns. The discussion presented in chapter
five does this effectively through an analysis of broad patterns of trade, using
such evidence as pottery, coins, and building stone.
In a fascinating discussion of churches, religious houses, and cemeteries,
the authors trace the ways in which archaeological artefacts can reveal much
about the character and function of church buildings within a community.
Four noteworthy topics are effectively explored: how churches developed;
how the building and its spaces enhanced the liturgy; how the decoration
reveals patterns of patronage; and how churches reflected the resources,
aspirations, and failures of their community.
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One of the most informative chapters in the book concerns environmental
archaeology, which is defined as "a self-contained branch of archaeology
which includes specialists in flora, fauna, microbiology, dendrochronology,
and human bone studies" (178) . Schofield and Vince point out that urban
archaeologists have much to learn from these specialists, and they discuss the
use of environmental archaeology with regard to four specialized topics,
including the influence of physical factors (climate, air, and water pollution)
on medieval town life; human interaction with the environment; biological
factors affecting townspeople such as dietary changes, infestations, viruses
and disease; and the environmental consequences of social practices such as
overcrowding and other effects of urban living. Although they remark that
the evidence at present is mostly anecdotal, they contend that some observations can be made. It does seem to be the case, for example, that the
environment of towns did have an effect on people's health and that urban
living may have "exposed them to a wider range of conditions and possibly
fatal diseases than living in the countryside" (203).
The final chapter, "Unfinished Business and Further O!iestions," asserts
that the continuing agenda of the urban archaeologist is to find evidence of
"both long-distance and local trade, of exploitation of natural resources,
of specialization and of technological evidence in manufacturing, of social
differentiation, of the means of political control, and of the religious aspirations of the population" (204). The authors codify a specific methodology of
four stages to be used in furthering these goals: (r) data gathering; (2) the
construction of chronologies and typologies; (3) the study of archaeological
evidence of specific activities; and (4) the study of the archaeology of groups
that functioned within towns, including their contacts with the region
around the town and other towns. This agenda suggests how the urban
archaeologist can make a contribution to answering the many historical questions concerning towns in the Middle Ages. Such an approach will enable
the archaeologist to provide an account of the stages in the life of a medieval
town and to indicate important times of crisis and change. Ideally, according
to Schofield and Vince, archaeological work should investigate the evidence of
change and suggest reasons for change, which have rarely been written down.
By concentrating on crucial phases or turning-points in our urban history,
archaeology may provide an independent and unique explanation of the past,
thereby enriching the resources available to medievalists in all disciplines.
Kay Slocum
Capital University, Columbus, Ohio

